Smart Winches for Anchor Applications

YMV
ANCHOR WINDLASS
WINDLASS WINCH
CAPSTAN
MAIN PROPERTIES:

- Electric or Hydraulic Drive
- Pull Capacity: 1 to 50 t
- Chain Diameter: 12 to 81 mm.
- Manual operated clutch and band brake

Optional:

- Cable Lifter / Warping Head / Gypsy
- Single / Double / Split Drum
- Class Certificate
- Under deck mountable HPU (If Hydraulic)
- Local / Remote Control
YMV capstan

**MAIN PROPERTIES:**

- Electric or Hydraulic Drive
- Pull Capacity: 1 to 10 t
- Chain Diameter: 12 to 46 mm.
- Manual operated clutch and band brake

**Optional:**

- Cable Lifter / Warping Head / Gypsy
- Local / Remote Control
- Under deck mountable HPU (if hydraulic)
- Class Certificate

“YMV manufactures custom build winches according to operational requirements”
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